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jec,tive of spad ing  the Gospel; and, of coum, never to the extent 
that it would interfere with that objective. 

Fr. Gay0 rightly calls attentirm to the fact that this concept of 
the temporal power of the Qrown in the Indies being merely a 
function of a padcipated spilitual power wholly dependent on the 
papal concession of the fidronato did not find much favor in official 
cixles. And yet, it was extremely difficult to build up a clear case 
for a temporal sovereignty independent of the papal concession, as 
Father SBnchez, who attempted it, found out. This was undoubtedly 
the reason for the curious  l lea sure taken in the Philippines of in- 
duoing the native population to make an explicit, fully nohized 
act of voluntary submission to the authority of the Spanish Crown. 
Suck an act could bey and was, taken not only as legitimizing the 
mquest  but as founding a purely n a t u ~ d  and temporal sovereignty 
ind*endent of the Holy See. 

Fr. Gayo handles his complex and delicate subject with a clarity 
and objectivity which cannot be sufficiently praised. He presents 
both sides of every question with the most scrupulous exactitude, 
for the most part letting the documents speak for themselves. He 
was fortunate in being able to exploit the ridh resources of the 
Dominican and Uniwrsity archives, in addition to the materials 
published by Father Pablo Pastells, S.J., in his ediCan of Colin, 
and by Blair and Robertson in their well-known collection. 

However, as he himself adinits, he has not by any means ex- 
hausted the subject. Much remains to be done not only in the 
way of synthesis and intqwtation but even in the preliminary spade 
work of locating, transcribing and editing source material. A small 
but significant indicat,ion df the local limitations of historical research 
is the fact that FT. Gayo was f m e d  to retranslate into Spanish a 
number of passages from documents which are available there only 
in Blair and Rdymtson's English version. It is hoped that the in- 
creasing inmest in OUT colonial history being manifested today, &- 
mulated by such excellent monographs as that under review, will 
lead to a more extensive publication of accurately edited source 
material. 

H. DE LA COSTA 

PIUNCIPLE~ OF EDUCATION APPLIED TO THE PHILIPPINES. By Anto- 
nio Isidro, Ph.D. Alemar's, Manila 1952. pp. vii-504. t l l . O O .  

Dr. Is ib ' s  book is the printed edition of a mimeographed ma- 
nual, which has been in use "in a number of teacher training insti- 
tutions in Manila and in the provinces". His aim "is to give our 
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teachers and educators a deeper insight and better understanding 
of the social milieu in which our school system functions. Our 
teahers should kmw more of the fundamental purposes of our 
education as embodied in the consthution [of the Republic of the 
Philippines]". 

Ohapter V of Dr. Isidro's ,book performs well the task of giving 
the necessary infornation on what these "fundamental purposes" 
are, as embodied in the Constitution of the Philippines. Tlhe au- 
thor also succeeds very well imn Ohapter I11 in presenting a plea 
far use of the vernacular in the lower elementary grades as a me- 
dium of instruction. Clhapter I1 puts uhe reader in a position to 
underutmd the poor social environment and the conditions for 
learning in which the Filipino child lives. 

The other ten chapt&---Of the thirteen which this 'book can- 
&ns-xmntribute their part in that portrayal of the social milieu 
which Dr. Isidro professes to give our 'teachers and educatom, t3ince 
"evay educator and teacher must understand the social forces and 
the basic issues underlying our [public] school sytem," i.e., "in the 
light of our own conditions,--our philosophy, our economy, our culture, 
our customs and ~traditions". For, Dr. Isidro contends, "lto be effec- 
tive and vital the Philippine school must derive its nou~i3hment 
from the sub-soil of Philippine culture and traditions," "a country 
nourished by oriental tradition and philosophy". 

I t  is astonishing how Dr. Isidro could write a b k  on Prin- 
ciples of Education Applied to  the Philippines for a "country nour- 
ished by oriental tradition and philosophy" and not tell us what 
that philosophy and culture are, and most important of all wlhat 
r h w  principles of education are. 

ah-apter-I: "The Ohild and His Equipment for Educationy' 
--the most important chapter in any boolk on principles of educa- 
tion-reveals Dr. Isidro's philosophy regarding the subject of the 
educational process. Dr. Isidro is not giving us a philosophy "frwm 
the submi'l of Philippine culture and traditions". Rather it is a 
foreign thing, it is not Philippine. It is biological evolutionism 
which egards the child as no more &an his bi~logical equipment. 
For Dr. Isidro "'Zlhe starting point of education, however, is rhe 
biological equipment of man". We are not surprised (therefore to 
read the first statement in italics heading chis chapter: "Simply 
stated, education 3s the modification of behavior." 

And all thnough (the book, except for rhe statistics and quota- 
tions from documents, Dr. Isidro fails to give us Philippine sub-soil 
h r  interpreting our school sytsem. His book is simply a conglomera- 
tion of ideas bornwed fwm current baoks, whase principles am 
directly opposite to "Philippine cullture and traditions". 

It seems &at Dr. Isidro ignores the historical significance of the 
Catholic Church in its transformation of the Philippines from a 
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nation "nourished by oriental hadition and pPI;1~wphy", to a world 
nation further foamed and matured in the traditions of the West 
which, while retaining its native values, has assimilated and made 
its own the culture of the West, of which the C h u d  is the author and 
mother. This fundamental failure of Dr. I s i h  is responsible for 
the bewildering confusion in regard to the principles which his broork 
professes to contain. 

There is no need here to elaborate the true principles of edu- 
cation. Since the Philippine "sociad milieu" is ChGstian, Western- 
Oriental, Catholic, it is sufficient to refer the author for an au- 
thentic presentation of principles for such a "social milieu" to the 
Encyclical on "Christian Educationy' by Pius XI. 

The merit of the book is in its wealth of information on edu- 
cational mat- in the Philippines. 

Josh A. DE MANUEL 

INTECMTION as Practiced in the Philippine N o d  College. By 
Victoria B. Castro, Estela A. Calleja, Emilio Edua~Lno, A u m  
Parfan, and Josefina A. Pulido. Published by the Authm, 
Manila. 1952. pp. xiii - 300. P8.00. 

m e  authors in the preface state that the purpose of their bodk 
is twofold, to describe the integrated activity program in use at the 
Philippine N m a l  College and &us to answer the numerous re- 
quests for information concerning the program, and, secondly, to 
intrduce the student of education to the teaching and learning 
techniques which characterize the d e ~ n  school. 

The book in rather suspensive fashion accorrvplishes the first pur- 
pose. The &aptem concerning the planning, ;both long-range and 
daily, the actual classroom activities, and the methods of evaluat- 
i~ng the results are of value to the administrator and teacher in the 
grade school. The authors have collected examples of various pro- 
jects carried out by classes under the inspiration of t&m im- 
bued with the spi~it of the activity program. Since these projects 
are all based on local interests and materials, they slhould be wel- 
cwned by @he busy &er, as illustrations of h a t  can be accom- 
plished by new teaching methods. The real value of the book lies 
in these lesson plans. I t  is also obvious from these plans, that 
the authors have not accepted the theory of ultl-a-progmsivists. I s  
fact, they have avoided the pitfalls of the extreme foms d the 
experience program, which have been rejected by borh conservative 
and modern educators as catering to the unbridled individualism of 
the child and as thus posing a threat to society. The progmm 


